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INtRODUctiON
The recurrence and metastasis of malignant tumors are difficult 
to control, which can be attributed to three main reasons: 1) 
immunosenescence; 2) tumor-associated factors; and 3) cancer 
therapy itself.1 Immunosenescence is characterized by the 
gradual deterioration of the immune system during the natural 
ageing process. A long-term tumor-bearing state will also lead 
to the exhaustion and senescence of cytotoxic lymphocytes, 
including T cells, natural killer (NK) cells, NKT cells, and 
gamma delta (γδ) T cells.2,3 Tumor factors are associated with 
an excessive tumor burden and severely inhibited immune 
function, including increased CD4+CD25+ regulatory T cells.4 
Currently, a variety of conventional treatments have been 
shown to accelerate the recurrence and metastasis of residual 
tumors, including surgery,5 radiation,6 chemotherapy,7 and 
even general anesthesia.8

Of all cancers, lung cancer is associated with the highest 
incidence throughout the world, of which non-small cell lung 
cancer (NSCLC) accounts for approximately 85% of cases.9 

Due to the lack of early symptoms for lung cancer, many 
patients are in an advanced stage at the time of diagnosis, 
and survival time is typically with 1 year.10 Studies have 
shown that nearly 27% of patients who underwent surgery 
and chemotherapy died from recurrence and metastasis.11

Thus, immune reconstruction, both before or after standard 
therapies, is a necessary method for prolonging the survival 
of cancer patients who are in an advanced stage.12 The 
current strategies of immune reconstruction primarily include 
adoptive immune cell supplementation, specific or non-specific 
immune activators, cancer vaccines, and exercise.13 As an 
antioxidant gas, hydrogen can diffuse into the mitochondria 
of lymphocytes and selectively neutralize oxygen free 
radicals.14,15 Moreover, hydrogen inhalation has been verified 
to reduce PD-1 expression, a marker of cell exhaustion,16 on 
the surface of cytotoxic T cells in patients with advanced 
colorectal cancer, which prolongs progression-free survival 
and overall survival.17 In this study, immunosenescence in 
advanced NSCLC patients was tested, and hydrogen inhalation 
was used to reverse the immunosenescence while patients were 
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awaiting treatment.

SUBJects aND MethODs
subjects
Between July and September 2019, 20 advanced NSCLC 
patients who hospitalized at Fuda Cancer Hospital and 
needed to wait 2 weeks for treatment were enrolled in this 
self-controlled study. According to the registered clinical trial 
(ClinicalTrials.gov, ID: NCT03818347; Registration Date: 
January 24, 2019), the inclusion criteria consisted of: stage III 
or IV NSCLC diagnosed by imaging and pathology18; tumor 
number 1–6; maximum tumor length < 2 cm; Karnofsky per-
formance status (KPS) score ≥ 7019; expected survival time > 
6 months; platelet count ≥ 80 × 109/L; white blood cell count 
≥ 3 × 109/L; neutrophil count ≥ 2 × 109/L; and hemoglobin 
≥ 80 g/L. The exclusion criteria consisted of patients with a 
cardiac pacemaker, brain metastasis, grade 3 hypertension or 
diabetic complication, severe cardiac and pulmonary dysfunc-
tion. None of the patients received any standard treatment 
during the hydrogen inhalation period.

ethical statement
The authors are accountable for all aspects of the work in en-
suring that questions related to the accuracy or integrity of any 
part of the work are appropriately investigated and resolved. 
The study protocol received ethical approval from the Eth-
ics Committee of Fuda Cancer Hospital, Jinan University in 
China (approval No. Fuda20181207) on December 7, 2018. 
Written informed consent was obtained from each participant 
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hydrogen inhalation method
Hydrogen was produced by a hydrogen-oxygen nebulizer 
(AMS-H-03, Shanghai Asclepius Meditec Co., Ltd., Shang-
hai, China). The patients remained seated or recumbent, and 
inhaled a mixture of hydrogen (66.7%) and oxygen (33.3%) 
via a nasal tube or mask with a gas flow rate of 3 L/min. The 
hydrogen inhalation was continued for 4 hours per day for 2 
weeks in a specialized treatment facility. 

Pulmonary symptoms and KPs score 
Before and after hydrogen therapy, the respiratory function 
was assessed by very experienced respiratory physicians us-
ing a pulmonary function tester (Autospiro AS-507; Minato 
Medical Science, Tokyo, Japan), pulmonary tumor-related 
symptoms and the KPS score were evaluated by resident 
doctors in charge.

immunophenotype evaluation
Approximately 5 mL of peripheral blood was extracted from 
elbow of all enrolled patients before hydrogen inhalation, 
as well as at one and two weeks after hydrogen inhalation. 
Peripheral blood monocyte cells were isolated using a Ficoll 
solution and labeled with fluorescent antibodies (BD Biosci-
ences, San Jose, CA, USA). T lymphocytes, NK, NKT, and γδ 
T cells were analyzed using flow cytometry (FACSanto II; BD 
Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA) by a professional third-party 
inspection center (Shuangzhi Purui Medical Laboratory Co., 

Ltd., Wuhan, Hubei Province, China). 

statistical analysis
The calculation method of sample size is based on MedSci 
Sample Size tools (MSST) software (MedSci, Shanghai, 
China). Pulmonary symptoms before and after hydrogen inha-
lation were compared using paired t-test. Respiratory function, 
KPS score, and immunoassays were compared by repeated 
measures analysis of variance and Bonferroni’s multiple 
comparison test. Statistical differences were indicated by P < 
0.05. All analyses and figures were produced using GraphPad 
Prism 5.0 (GraphPad software, San Diego, CA, USA).

ResUlts
clinical data of Nsclc patients
A total of 20 consecutive patients admitted to the hospital 
participated in this study. The clinicopathological data are 
listed in Table 1.

changes in the KPs score and pulmonary symptoms of 
Nsclc patients
All patients underwent hydrogen inhalation for 2 weeks, with 
no treatment-related discomfort or side effects. The results 
regarding respiratory function, KPS score, and pulmonary 
symptoms before and 2 weeks after hydrogen therapy are 
presented in Table 2. At the end of hydrogen treatment, fewer 
people with different lung symptoms, with a statistical reduc-
tion in those with moderate cough and mild dyspnea.

changes in t cell subsets of Nsclc patients undergoing 
hydrogen therapy 
This portion of the test consisted of three parts: CD4+ T 
cells, CD8+ T cells, and cytokine-secreting helper T (Th) 
cells. Before the initiation of hydrogen therapy, six primary 

table 1: Patient demographics information

Parameters Data

Sex 
Female 12(60)
Male 8(40)

Age (yr)
41–60 5(25)
61–70 6(30)
71–80 9(45)

Pathological type of non-small cell lung cancer 
Adenocarcinoma 9(45)
Squamous cell carcinoma 8(40)
Large cell lung cancer 3(15)

Cancer stage
III 7(35)
IV 13(65)

Metastasis site
Lung, mediastinum and pleura 14(70)
Liver 7(35)
Bone 9(45)
Others 5(25)

Note: Data are expressed as number (percentage).
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immunosenescence indexes were identified. Among these 
indexes, the abnormally lower indexes included a percentage 
of functional helper and cytotoxic T cells, Th1, and follicu-
lar Th cells; the abnormally higher indexes were associated 
with the percentage of exhausted and senescent cytotoxic 
T cells (Figure 1). For the CD4+ subsets, functional Th 
cells increased to within the normal range after one week 
of hydrogen inhalation and increased significantly after 2 
weeks (P < 0.05). Both exhausted Th cell and regulatory 
T cells decreased gradually (both P < 0.05) after 2 weeks 
of hydrogen therapy (Figure 1A). For the CD8+ subsets, 
functional cytotoxic T cells increased to within the normal 
range after 2 weeks of hydrogen inhalation (P < 0.05); both 
exhausted and senescent cytotoxic T cells decreased gradually 
to within the normal range (both P < 0.05) after 2 weeks of 
therapy (Figure 1B). For the cytokine-secreting Th subsets, 
only Th1 cells increased gradually near normal range after 
2 weeks of hydrogen inhalation therapy (P < 0.05; Figure 
1C). No other cells changed significantly within 2 weeks of 
hydrogen inhalation.

changes in NKt and NK cells of Nsclc patients undergoing 
hydrogen therapy
Before the start of hydrogen therapy, the percentage of total 
NKT cell, activated NK and killer NK subsets was all below the 
normal range (Figure 2). One week after hydrogen inhalation, 
the activated NK cell subset increased to within the normal 
range (Figure 2C). Two weeks later, both the total NKT and 
killer NK subsets were higher than the percentage before 
treatment (both P < 0.05; Figure 2A and D), and activated 
NK cells were significantly elevated (P < 0.01; Figure 2C). 
Total NK cells did not change significantly within 2 weeks of 
hydrogen inhalation (Figure 2B).

changes in γδ t cell subsets of Nsclc patients undergoing 
hydrogen therapy
TBefore the start of hydrogen therapy, the percentage of both 
Vδ1 cell and killer Vδ1 cell was higher than the normal range, 
and the percentage of Vδ2 cell was below the normal range 
(Figure 3). One week after hydrogen inhalation, the percent-
age of Vδ2 cell in γδ T cells rose to within the normal range 

(Figure 3C). Two weeks later, the total γδ T cells and Vδ2 
cells was higher than the percentage before treatment (both 
P < 0.05; Figure 3A and C), exhausted Vδ2 cell was lower 
than that before treatment (P < 0.05; Figure 3C); exhausted 
Vδ1 cell decreased significantly (P < 0.001; Figure 3B), 
and killer Vδ2 cell increased significantly (P < 0.01; Figure 
3C). No other cells changed significantly within 2 weeks of 
hydrogen inhalation.

DiscUssiON
Although a connection between immunodeficiency and onco-
genesis has been proposed, a detailed immune profile in cancer 
has not yet been described in sufficient detail. It is well-known 
that the immune system deteriorates with cancer progression 
as a consequence of decreasing levels of functional T cells, 
downregulation of costimulatory molecules, and expansion 
of memory T cells.20,21 Chen et al.22 showed that there were 
differences in the immune profiles between cancer patients 
and normal subjects; in particular, a decreased proportion 
of CD4+ and CD8+ T cell subsets was observed in cancer 
patients, especially in patients who were associated with a 
more advanced disease stage and those who had received 
conventional chemotherapy treatment. In addition, Saavedra 
et al.23 reported that cancer and chemotherapy influenced the 
various lymphocyte subsets in NSCLC patients, in which B 
cells decreased with cancer disease progression, and CD28– 
subpopulations (exhausted or senescent T cells) increased 
following chemotherapy. Our study found similar results in 
the adaptive immune system, which was found to be primarily 
due to an increase in the proportion of exhausted and senescent 
T cell subsets, as well as a decreased proportion of functional 
subsets. Moreover, we also found evidence for the weak abil-
ity of Th1 and follicular Th cells on cytokine secretion. In the 
detection of the innate immune response (NK, NKT, and γδ 
T cells), we discovered that there was a decreased proportion 
of NKT, activated NK and killer NK cells, and an insufficient 
content of Vδ2 subsets among γδ T cells. Thus, it is highly 
likely that the adaptive and innate immune systems jointly 
contribute to the progression of NSCLC.

Advanced NSCLC has many characteristics that are distinct 
from other cancers, including that over 65% of patients are 

table 2: clinical findings in 20 non-small cell lung cancer patients undergoing hydrogen therapy

Before treatment 2 wk after treatment P-value

Forced expiratory volume in one second (L) 1.56±0.59 2.13±0.48 < 0.05
Forced vital capacity (L) 1.93±0.57 2.38±0.53 < 0.05
Karnofsky performance status score 75±6 88±7 < 0.05
Lung symptoms

Moderate cough 13 5 0.0248
Mild dyspnea 11 4 0.0484
Mild haemoptysis 9 5 0.3203
Chest pain 8 4 0.3008
Mild pleural effusion 6 4 0.7164
Lung bubble 4 2 0.6614

Note: Data in the forced expiratory volume in one second, forced vital capacity and Karnofsky performance status score are expressed as the mean ± SD, and were 
analyzed by repeated measures analysis of variance followed by Bonferroni’s multiple comparison test. Data in the lung symptoms are expressed as number and 
analyzed by paired t-test.
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Figure 1: An immunoassay of 
the T cell subsets before and 
after hydrogen inhalation in 
non-small cell lung cancer 
patients.  
Note: (A) Test results of the CD4+ 
subsets. (B) Test results of the 
CD8+ subsets. (C) Test results 
of the cytokine-secreting CD4+ 
subsets. The parallel red long 
lines in the figure represent the 
normal range, the black short 
lines represent the average 
value at each time point, and 
the pink cell names represent 
the abnormal indicators before 
hydrogen treatment. Data were 
analyzed by repeated measures 
analysis of variance followed by 
Bonferroni’s multiple comparison 
test. *P < 0.05. CXCR5: C-X-C 
chemokine receptor type 5; Th: 
helper T; Tfh: follicular helper T.

Figure 2: Immunoassay of natural killer (NK)T and NK cells before and after hydrogen inhalation in non-small cell lung cancer patients.  
Note: (A) Changes in the number of NKT cells. (B–D) Test results of the NK subsets. The parallel red long lines in the figure represent the normal range, the black short 
lines represent the average value at each time point, and the pink cell names represent the abnormal indicators before hydrogen treatment. Data were analyzed by 
repeated measures analysis of variance followed by Bonferroni’s multiple comparison test. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01.

Figure 3: Immunoassay of 
the gamma delta (γδ) T cell 
subsets before and after 
hydrogen inhalation in non-
small cell lung cancer patients.   
Note: (A) Change in the number 
of γδ T cells. (B) Test results 
of the Vδ1 subsets. (C) Test 
results of the Vδ2 subsets. The 
parallel red long lines in the figure 
represent the normal range, the 
black short lines represent the 
average value at each time point, 
and the pink cell names represent 
the abnormal indicators before 
hydrogen treatment. Data were 
analyzed by repeated measures 
analysis of variance followed by 
Bonferroni’s multiple comparison 
test. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P 
< 0.001. NK: Natural killer ; PD-1: 
programmed cell death protein 1.
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often over 70 years old24 and in most cases, the disease has 
progressed from early stage cancer and they have been ex-
posed to long-term chronic antigenic stimulation.25 Therefore, 
the immunosenescence characteristics obtained in advanced 
NSCLC can only be used as a reference for other cancer types. 
Moreover, there may be huge differences among different 
cancer types, which require further investigation. 

Immune cell senescence focuses on the phenotypic charac-
teristics of individual lymphocytes; however, the function does 
not necessarily decrease during aging.26-28 In contrast, immune 
cell exhaustion is due to the presence of excessive free radicals 
in the mitochondria, which results in a loss of function and in-
duces programmed apoptosis.29 Senescence and exhaustion are 
not simply the result of an inevitable and progressive decline 
of all immune functions, but rather represent a highly dynamic 
process of remodeling and adaptation.30 Thus, we attempted to 
rescue the function of exhausted and senescent lymphocytes 
with hydrogen gas, which was reported to protect the mito-
chondrial function of human lymphocytes.17,31,32 By comparing 
the immune function before and after hydrogen inhalation, we 
found that a period of two weeks was sufficient to reverse the 
multiple senescent or exhausted cell subsets into functional 
subsets, which had no effect on the percentage of CD4+ or 
CD8+ T cells. In addition to adaptive immune cells,17 both 
tumor killing-associated Th1 cytokines33 and innate immune 
cells (i.e., NK,34 NKT,35 total γδ T cell,36 Vδ1 cell,37 and Vδ238 
cell) have been found to be significantly activated following 
hydrogen inhalation. Surprisingly, after hydrogen therapy, the 
proportion of regulatory T cells in the blood decreased signifi-
cantly, demonstrating that hydrogen can control tumor progress 
with different mechanisms.39 Although the improvement in 
both the number and function of these cells does not necessarily 
reduce the size of the tumor, it may alter the systemic immu-
nosuppressive state and the tumor microenvironment, as well 
as reduce tumor invasiveness. Improvements in the systemic 
signs and pulmonary symptoms after hydrogen inhalation in 
some patients are likely to validate this hypothesis.

Since most cancer patients need time to complete the ad-
mission check and wait for a specific treatment program, we 
should try to turn this “wasted time” into a “prime time,” in 
an effort to restore the immune system prior to hospital treat-
ment. This study reports primary evidence that two weeks of 
hydrogen inhalation can significantly reverse the senescence 
of both the adaptive and innate immune system. The limita-
tions of this paper are the small number of participants and 
the short time of hydrogen treatment, so the following issues 
remain unknown: 1) whether the duration of prolonged hy-
drogen inhalation can continue to improve immune function; 
2) the optimal level of immune improvement; 3) whether the
therapeutic effects rebound after the cessation of hydrogen 
inhalation; and 4) whether improving immune function before 
treatment will reduce tumor recurrence and metastasis. Such 
questions should be further investigated in future research.
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